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World Shopper Electric Mission concept 

 

A “Research Road Trip” designed to study the future of car electrification. Thirteen 
days travelling in one of the world’s most advanced territory in terms of electric mobility, 
driving a KIA e-Niro (100% electric), during more than 4.100 km. 

 

From 12 to 24 of February, in Frankfurt, Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Stockholm and 
Oslo, a team of three interviewed some of the main electrification stakeholders: OEMs, 
Dealers, City Administrations, Charging companies and Customers. 
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This project had two main objectives: 

 

1) To provide a field perspective to KIA Motors Europe that contribute to the 
development of its electrification strategy. 

 

2) To contribute to market education about car electrification, projecting a positive 
image of KIA and e-Niro. This was reached through an intense live coverage of 
the RoadTrip on social media. Content was published on World Shopper’s and 
KIA European National Sales companies’ social media channels. 

 

 

>> Some stats: 

 

+ 100 – Number of people with whom we talked to about car electrification 

+ 1.100 – Pictures 

+ 6 – Hours of video 

+ 50 – Posts published in social media 

+ 200.000 – Interactions with posts (views, likes, comments) 

+ 300.000 – Total reach across all channels (and counting) 

+ 30 – Number of entities that shared the content (reach not included above) 

180 km/h – Maximum speed reached on a German highway (EV) 

 

 

How we built this Final Report 

 

The focus of this study was more in qualitative than on quantitative information. 
Nevertheless the background of World Shopper’s study about automotive and mobility 
future – “2025 Automotive 360º Vision” – assured always a rigorous approach in this 
project’s final conclusions.  

 

To build this Final Report we went through all documents and videos to define a list of 
“Soundbites”. These are easy to remember statements that better represent the main 
conclusions of this project. This Final Report is an explanation of each “Soundbite” and 
a summary of new opportunities for KIA in electric mobility. 
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Soundbites 

 

Industry 

1) Why EVs? 

2) How to earn money selling and servicing EVs. 

3) Petrolheads vs. Electricheads. 

4) Some doubt others believe. All desire more EVs now. 

5) Less incentives, less EV sales? 

6) They aren’t buying or we aren’t selling? 

7) Batteries’ second life and a happy end. 

8) Charging the KIA at a Volkswagen Dealer. 

 

Infrastructure 

9) Building a charging infrastructure starts at home. 

10) Driving in the world’s biggest charging density per capita area. 

11) “Greening” electricity. 

12) “Delivering freedom to EVs”. 

13) Charging is an open field. 

14) Earning money discharging your car. 

 

Administration 

15) Cars’ city center bans are here to stay. Don't underestimate bikes.  

16) Green is not a matter of left or right. 

17) Will petrol taxes become electricity taxes? 

 

Customers 

18) Love and reasons (emotional and objective reasons). 

19) Charging is not boring. 

20) Charging as quickly as filling a petrol tank. 

21) Full range every morning. 

22) The death of range anxiety. 

23) No more cables to stow. 

24) They don’t know what they hate. 

 

Conclusions 
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Industry  

 

1) Why EV’s 

 

It is not primarily a matter of environment, neither of satisfying Customer needs. 
The industry is basically following the EV’s trend because it’s the less expensive 
way to achieve the 2020/2021 emission target of 95 g/km of CO2. 

 

Keeping adding filters and technical complexity to Internal Combustion Engines 
(ICE) would bring prices up, profits and reliability down and wouldn’t answer to 
Customers’ anxiety of a clear “clean revolution”. 

 

Synthetic fuels produced with a process that consumes CO2 are only a solution if 
production occurs in congested urban areas. This is not easy to implement and 
Oxides of Nitrogen would still be a problem. 

 

Fuel-cell is a good answer, but Hydrogen is, right now, more expensive to produce 
and to distribute. 

 

 

Industry 

 

2) How to earn money producing, selling and servicing EVs 

 

For now, the industry is struggling to make a profit producing and selling EVs. 
There’s the still high price of lithium-ion batteries and the cost of introducing a new 
technology in the design and production chain. 
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Electrification will require much more platforms’ and modules’ sharing, than ICE 
production. On the other hand the simplicity of electric powertrains will help. In any 
case this level of sharing and the need for OEMs to differentiate beyond engine 
capacity, number of cylinders, gearboxes mean a real revolution for this industry.  

 

At the retail level the greatest impact will occur in service. The only way to 
compensate the absence of ICE consumables will be for Dealers to invest in 
battery repairs, reuse and recycling, in enlarging the number of car brands they 
service in the same workshop and, finally, on opening their services to other types 
of electric vehicles, such motorcycles, bikes and other last mile mobility devices.  

 

 

Industry 

 

3) Petrolheads vs Electricheads 

 

Automotive is originally an Engineers’ industry with one century of history of ICE 
development. Car makers, retail, aftermarket and even F&I sector are all full of ICE 
fans. Most of this industry’s professionals were and still are being paid for their 
achievements selling ICE vehicles. 

 

EVs technology eliminates some of the most valued ICE characteristics like 
mechanical sophistication, the “character” and sound of V8’s and V12’s and the 
need of gearboxes. At the beginning EVs technology was the opposite of sporty 
driving and petrol-heads hated all these characteristics. 

 

Managing the introduction of a new technology that counters the petrol-heads 
principles in large organizations, like OEMs, is not simple. One thing is to do a job 
because you have to, another is to do it because you love its DNA.  

 

These are likely similar to the pains the carriage companies faced in the beginning 
of the car history and, as always, human beings adapt themselves. The EV offer is 
getting more diversified and even petrol-heads are beginning to better understand 
that electric cars are much more suited to todays’ traffic conditions, than their ICE 
counterparts. But again - most of automotive professionals are paid to sell ICE 
cars. 
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Industry 

 

4) Some doubt others believe. All desire more EVs now. 

 

 
Peter Hansen, Copenhagen. 

 

In this Research RoadTrip we talked with two types of Dealers: those who believe 
in an Electric future and others who don’t. The latter think that we are living a 
“Hype”, especially in northern European countries. They tend also to say that most 
of the EV Customers are only being influenced by financial incentives and that 
their choice has nothing to do with environmental concerns. In this video, Peter 
Hansen, owner of a KIA Dealership in Copenhagen argues that Customers only 
buy EVs because they are cheap.  

 

“They (early Tesla Customers) were not green at all, 
they were just looking to a cheap car.” 

 

Other Dealers are very open to a more electrified future, considering that it’s easy 
to sell EVs and that Customers don’t need EVs to be cheaper than ICE cars. They 
argue that EVs simply need to have a final price similar to ICE cars and that the 
offer has to be as wide and diversified. 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oz5M57Ku-qkTysylG8maIlgDzrtLeH9t
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Industry 

 

5) Less incentives, less EV sales? 

 

 

 
BEV sales in Denmark, CleanTechnica. 

 

 

Denmark is one of the European countries with the highest car taxes: the luxury 
tax is 85% for cars that cost up to DKK 185,000 (EUR 24,750) and 150% over the 
remaining value in the case of more expensive cars. 

 

When this tax and the VAT were eliminated for EVs, the final price difference was 
huge and Customers, naturally, reacted by buying more EVs. When these 
incentives stopped, Customers bought less EVs. 

 

 

>>  It is clear that there is a relationship 

between incentives and EV sales (…). But we consider that 
Customers will buy much more EVs if there is price parity, 
diversified offer and enough supply. 

 

It is clear that nowadays there is a relationship between incentives and number of 
EV sales. But considering the enthusiasm of most Customers that we talked to in 
this research, the long waiting lists of pricier EVs and based on findings of the 
2025 Automotive 360º Vision study, we consider that Customers will buy much 
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more EVs if there is price parity, diversified offer and enough supply. No incentives 
will be needed to support the demand when prices of BEV are similar to ICE cars. 

 

Industry 

 

6) They aren’t buying or we aren’t selling? 

 

Several analysts argue that EVs are still a tiny part of the market, in spite of sales 
incentives. They tend to justify this fact with Customers’ disaffection regarding 
EVs. 

 

Besides the fact of most EVs being still pricier than equivalent ICE models, even 
with incentives, it’s important to consider that EVs offer is far too small to 
cover all the Customers needs and tastes. For instance, only last year we saw 
the launch of a first compact EV in the SUV segment (Hyundai Kona), the fastest 
growing market segment in Europe. Almost all OEMs are now selling several ICE 
cars is this segment and Customers have lots of choices. 

New EVs market launches and production have also been affected by batteries 
supply, production restrictions and the need to sell the remaining range of vehicles. 
These constraints have caused long delivery delays, with Volkswagen e-Golf 
having a 1 year waiting list in Norway, for instance. 

 

In our own Mystery Shopping studies it’s clear that most car sales teams are not 
prepared or enough motivated to sell EVs. Even in Holland, one of the most 
advanced countries in terms of car electrification, most car retailers and their sales 
teams are not firmly supporting EV sales, as Vincent Everts, from the Dutch EV 
Users association, explains in this video. 

 

 

“The Distributors and the Dealers have no idea!” 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-SUS59tI7qAfUvL2Gj5QZN2_HWeMSQ3y
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Industry 

 

7) Batteries’ second life and happy end 

 

 

EVs’ batteries might have a second life after becoming out of service in cars, as 
Vincent Everts explains in this video. These accumulators can be reused in solar 
home and factories systems. Only after this second life, the batteries need to be 
recycled.  

 

OEMs are already treating the ICE vehicles’ batteries and they are preparing new 
strategies to recycle ion lithium batteries.  

 

For instance Volkswagen Group, in March 2019, announced that it was 
restructuring a factory in Salzgitter, Germany, to recycle batteries (related article).  

From 2020, this site will be prepared to receive 1.200 tons of battery packs per 
year for reuse and recycling. Some of these batteries will be reused as “mobile 
power banks” and other will be taken apart to recover rare materials like lithium, 
cobalt and manganese. This OEM believes that in 10 years, 97% of the existing 
battery packs will be recyclable. 

 

>>  This OEM believes 

that in 10 years, 97% of the existing battery packs 
will be recyclable. 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jJlQ1FoWk4d_EimjFKABAhLRsZV0OEOS
https://insideevs.com/news/349011/volkswagen-recycle-batteries-salzgitter/
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Industry 

 

8) Charging the KIA at a Volkswagen Dealer 

 

 

 

In Flensburg, Germany, we looked for a fast charging point in Next Charge. The 
app showed a spot at a local Volkswagen Dealer where EV users could charge 
their cars (video) for free, during the day or night. It was a Sunday morning and the 
Dealer was closed. Nevertheless the charger was placed out-door in an easy 
accessible area. Everything was working and one hour was enough for the e-Niro 
to recover its full range. 

 

On one side, the installation of charging points is now much easier, both in 
technical and administrative procedures. On the other hand, many retail 
companies want to provide this service to keep and attract new Customers. 
These two factors will contribute to a fast development of the charging capillarity, 
surely quicker than it was 100 years ago to deploy petrol stations. 

 

>> Opportunity for KIA 

Supplying energy for free or even better, charging it as a 
service, can be a great way for car Dealers to better 
understand the EV space, to create relationship with potential 
Customers and, in this case, to get attention from other’s 
brands Customers. 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-UeqKtPzblxHsMfGhTAE1kbhFaZQFt4j
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Infrastructure 

 

9) Building a charging infrastructure starts at home 

 

One of the main advantages of electric cars is having the “petrol station” at home. 
Charging at home’s garage is very convenient, specially when the user has a 
wallbox that avoids the manipulation of the car’s own cables. Arriving at the 
parking place and connecting the car to the wallbox is really intuitive. When you 
are an intensive user of electric cars you even find strange to leave an ICE car 
without connecting it. Charging at home is also cheaper, taking advantage of low 
cost tariffs at night and using the EV as an “energy bank” (explained in #14).  

 

Installing a wallbox or simply using a power socket for charging an EV in a shared 
garage is frequently a problem. Besides assuring that the energy consumption is 
charged to each EV owner, there are structural and legal challenges to overcome, 
such as those related to electric installations and cost monitoring and sharing. 
Users are often confused and energy companies are not always prepared to help 
in these circumstances.  

 

Stockholm City Administration has contributed to the installation of more than 
3.000 home charging facilities, due to an effective information campaign. Besides 
providing online guides, this Administration has promoted evening seminars 
between house administrators and charging companies to clarify all doubts related 
to building home charging facilities. Eva Sunnerstedt, Head of unit Clean vehicles 
& fuels at City of Stockholm, explains this project in this video. 

 

>>  Installing a wallbox 

or simply using a power socket for charging an EV in a 
shared garage is frequently a problem.. 

 

 

Home charging facilities are only possible to install in private or shared garages or 
in private parking places. Roughly 50% of Stockholm residents live in multifamily 
houses that are owned by themselves and many of these buildings have garages. 
This is not the case in other European cities, where most of the inhabitants do not 
have a private parking place. For these cases it is necessary to increase capillarity 
of Medium and Fast urban and suburban charging points. More charging points 
coupled with increased ranges of the most recent EVs will help to address the lack 
of home charging. 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1n2kkeOTjqUIMh3tslFQ7n4ODN3PT5juy
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>> Opportunity for KIA 

Providing market education regarding installation of home 
charging facilities. Evening seminars like the ones that are 
performed by Stockholm City Administration could take place 
in urban KIA Dealerships. The strategy would probably be 
seen as a social support to electric mobility and seminars’ 
participants would get in touch with KIA products and 
services. Besides, charging companies would probably be 
willing to cover for operational costs. 

 

 

Infrastructure 

 

10) Driving in the world’s biggest charging density per capita area 
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Driving the KIA e-Niro in Oslo center meant that we had always multiple charging 
alternatives: in the navigation screen there were always lots of charging points 
visible.  

 

Oslo has today 1.300 “normal” charging points for EVs (3,6 kW and 11 kW) and 
100 fast chargers. In two years, the aim of the City Administration is to have 2.500 
charging points spread all over the Oslo urban area. This growth is driven by the 
increase of EV sales in the city: nowadays 60% of new cars sold in the Norwegian 
capital are plug-in vehicles (BEV and PHEV). 

 

Of course financial resources are needed to build this kind of infrastructure, but 
what the example of Oslo emphasizes is the ability of easily creating and 
developing a charging infrastructure inside an urban area. This level of capillarity is 
not achieved by todays’ urban petrol stations and would be very difficult and much 
more expensive to reach with Hydrogen filling stations. 

 

 

Infrastructure 

 

11) Greening electricity 

 

Using an Electric Vehicle with electricity produced from non-renewable sources is 
“simply” moving pollution from where the car is driven, to the place where the 
electricity is being produced. This is a true argument but it is important to consider 
that this “movement” is already doing something for air pollution, in spite of 
producing an equivalent amount of CO2. In fact, the quality of the air is bad in 
certain urban zones due to the concentration of cars in a relatively small area. The 
simple pollution transfer from an area with a high population density to more 
isolated zones is already something positive. 

 

But frankly this is a weak result regarding the potential of electricity as a green 
energy. The Netherlands is one of the worst EU performers in terms of renewable 
energy production (5,5% of total energy in 2015): only Malta and Luxembourg 
have lower percentages. Nevertheless, Dutch fast charging company Fastned 
uses only wind and solar energy (video) and the general trend is to produce more 
and more energy from renewable sources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o4MmGCDx3j8pSJ2cxRtbYIKju3pAq1Qv
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Infrastructure 

 

12) “Delivering freedom to EVs”. 

 

To overcome the car electrification barriers is frequently a matter of understanding 
what humans are used to with ICE cars. And we are used to reach a petrol station 
and find all petrol pumps on service. The exception is to find a system down or 
some kind of service interruption, due to changing cashiers shifts for instance. 

 

On the other hand charging points failures happen with much more frequency. 

 

This might be related with lack of maintenance or insufficient hardware reliability. 
Being fully autonomous machines, without the need of humans to process 
payments, charging points are frequently less controlled on site by humans. At 

 

“Eleven countries have already exceeded the EU’s target to obtain 20% of energy in gross final 
consumption of energy from renewable sources. It is aiming to increase this to 32% by 2030.” In 
Power Technology (29/05/2019) 
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petrol stations is easier to detect and solve locally a problem. The fact is that this 
level of service difference is highly considered by users and it is easy for them to 
get disappointed when they find a charging point not working. 

 

When we were travelling from Sweden to Norway, near the border, in the Swedish 
side, we found three fast charging points out of service. It was late at night and it 
was snowing: not the best conditions for being outdoor dealing with problematic 
machines that refused to charge the KIA e-Niro or simply refused the credit card. If 
at least there was an effective Customer Service, the situation could be much less 
stressful.  

 

 

 

Michiel Langezaal, Co-Founder and CEO at Fastned, says that the company vision 
is to “Delivering freedom to EV”. The company focus on controlling the level of 
service of their fast charging network, because it believes that this is a powerful 
commercial advantage (video). 

 

 

“If you go there and the charger doesn´t work, 
you are stranded!” 

 

 

Besides the reliability problems there is another issue that can be a deterrent to 
charge: when the charging point is only available to the Customers of certain 
companies. Another barrier that we are not used when trying to fill a petrol car. 
Norway has understood this problem and how it does specially affect foreigners’ 
drivers, who don’t have subscription contacts with local energy providers. The 
government subsidizes the installation of charging points every 50 km on the main 
axes but these must be open to everybody. Sture Portvik, leader of E-Mobility at 
Oslo City Administration explain this strategy in this video. 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michiel-langezaal-2978843
https://fastned.nl/en/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18NaNGQD1oV4ZVc2LbZAATiIV8hDGVWYf
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sture-portvik-31876885/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AsyGGRdSkOYGI5qzHAch4TjaGDAgPZLO
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Infrastructure 

 

13) Charging is an open field 

 

Electrification is bringing new operators to the mobility arena: Solar and wind 
energy providers, charging companies, manufactures of last mile vehicles… there 
are lots of examples. Some of these operators have their siblings in the 
combustion engine world but electrification allows smaller companies to have a 
role in this space.  

 

Consider again the case of Fastned, a fast charging startup that is competing with 
much bigger companies. 

 

Fastned aims to build an international network of reliable fast charging points, 
providing clean energy at a competitive price. We have visited their headquarters 
in Amsterdam and we had a long conversation with Michiel Langezaal. 

 

The office has nothing to do with the formal ambiance of most of the traditional 
charging companies. Young people casually dressed, a bike here, a dog there but 
everybody focused on their mission of assuring a great charging experience while 
boosting a network that started in The Netherlands but is already expanding to 
Germany and UK, before a pan European deployment. 

The business is growing quickly: in the last quarter of 2018 (+215%, compared to 
Q4 2017), Fastened sold more electricity than during the whole of 2017. The 
revenue also grew steadily in Q4 2018, up to € 524,051 (+211% compared to Q4 
2017). Fastened is already being profitable, considering operational results. 

 

This trend will happen also within car manufacturing. OEMs will need to produce 
electric vehicle platforms in a large scale and resell them to other OEMs, to make 
money with EVs. Besides, the relative simplicity of electric powertrains will open 
the door to new operators. Consider what happened in the bicycle market, with the 
advent of electric bikes. In 2009, Bosch launched e-Bike Systems that produces 
engines, batteries and control systems for Pedelec e-bikes. Nowadays this startup 
become a market leader providing its electric components to several bike OEMs, 
from volume brands to niche specialists.  

 

>>  This trend 

will happen also within car manufacturing. OEMs will need to 
produce electric platforms in a large scale and resell them to 
other OEMs, to make money with EVs. 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michiel-langezaal-2978843
https://fastned.nl/en/blog/post/fastned-triples-revenues
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Infrastructure 

 

14) Earning money discharging your car. 

 

 

 

 

The Vehicle to Grid (V2G) concept is making more sense with the new generation 
of EVs with larger batteries. Basically it means that these large batteries can be 
used as “energy banks”.  

 

The more effective way to charge an EV is doing it at home, every night, when 
energy prices are lower. Most daily commutes are under 70 km which means that, 
in the case of the 64 kWh battery of the KIA e-Niro, most drivers will use only 16% 
of the battery capacity per day. Typically, these drivers arrive home in the evening 
(when energy prices are higher) with 84% of charge available. The V2G concept 
allows them to provide energy to their house during the peak times, benefiting from 
cheaper electricity. During the night, the car will recharge again at lower prices. 

 

In Copenhagen we met Martin Messer Thomsen, Customer Experience Director at 
Nuvve Corp.  

 

This is a North American company that produces and manages bi-directional 
energy flow, commonly designated V2G. Martin explained that more important 
than this example of V2G application as “energy bank”, are the several services 
that can be provided to the grid through this “energy return”. These services are 
paid and users can benefit from providing them. Besides, V2G concept is not only 
for EV’s batteries but it will also be the best solution to stabilize the grid in the 
future, when many more EVs will need to charge creating peak times. 

 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/martinmesser/
https://nuvve.com/
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>> Opportunity for KIA 

Nuvve is nowadays working with the Renault Nissan Alliance 
but they are willing to cooperate with other OEMs. With the 
V2G concept KIA would be able to further reduce running 
costs of its EVs. 

 

 

 

Administration 

 

15)  Cars’ city center bans are here to stay. Don't underestimate bikes. 

 

In the sixties most of European cities gave priority to car traffic because this was 
seen as a progress symptom. Even “bike friendly” cities like Amsterdam or 
Copenhagen followed this trend and, in both cities, many kilometers of bike lanes 
were replaced by larger roads for cars. Traffic congestion was not what it is today 
and people were not sensible to pollution problems. These two cities only become 
more bike centric again, during the energy crisis of the seventies. 

 

After being very Diesel supportive, Europe radically changed its view after the 
“Dieselgate” scandal.  

 

Administration and Citizens become very concerned with the health damages 
caused by Nitrogen Oxide, one of the emissions of Diesel engines. This concern 
increased the trend of Cities Administrations wanting to reduce traffic in central 
urban areas, limiting the circulation of the older ICE cars, specially Diesel vehicles. 
In 2016, Norway was one of the first countries to propose the end of sales of ICE 
new cars, from 2025. In October 2017, The Netherlands set a plan to ban new 
petrol and Diesel car sales in 2030. In October 2018, Denmark has proposed a 
similar ban from 2030 and from 2035 for hybrids. In January 2019 it was Sweden 
that announced a ban to ICE cars from 2030. 
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        Source: RTÉ (2018, doesn’t include Denmark ban proposed in October 2018) 

 

 

Returning the city centers to the people and banning sales of ICE cars are 
measures that face a fierce opposition from part of society and, naturally, from 
most automotive professionals. Urban dwellers designed their lives with cars and 
even if some can understand the benefits of car-free city centers, most resist to 
change. Many industry dependents see these measures as a threat to car sales 
and, ultimately, to their jobs. 

 

Car-free city centers encourage more people to frequent the streets with a good 
impact in public health, life quality and businesses. With the years, inhabitants and 
companies learn how to take the most out of the new scenery. This story of initial 
opposition and final acceptance and joy has happened in almost all urban areas 
that went through this change. 

 

>>  In Amsterdam, 

38% of all trips are made by bike, compared 
with 2% in London 
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Using bicycles and e-bikes as Dutch and Danish do (photo: “Bicycles bridges in 
Copenhagen”), could address many of the problems of individual transportation, 
reducing pollution, traffic congestion and parking problems. In Amsterdam 38% of 
all trips are made by bike, compared with 2% in London. But it was not always like 
this, which proves that behaviors can change (related article: “How Amsterdam 
became the bicycle capital of the world”). 

 

Besides all this, governments are supporting the bicycle usage: for instance, in the 
Netherlands, cyclists can earn 0,20 €/km in tax credits (related article). 

 

For automotive this is harder to accept but there’s a point of no return on this trend.  

 

Insisting on an opposition is pointless and dangerous. In Copenhagen, we met 
Jonas, a Portuguese guy that lives in the town center and that has no car and not 
even driving license. He told us about how easy is to move there without a car 
(video) and how young people tend to have a negative image of car users in city 
centers.  

 

 

“You don’t need a car here 
in Denmark!” 

 

 

OEMs should support strategies to remove cars from city centers, proposing last-
mile mobility solutions. This strategy is not new with several car brands proposing 
bicycles, e-bikes, e-scooters and other innovative vehicles (video: KIA Seed at 
CES 2019). The fact is that no main OEM entered decisively on the last mile 
market. Even Daimler Smart e-bike, launched in 2012, didn’t benefit from 
consistent marketing efforts leading to the end of its sales. 

 

 

>>  OEMs should, 

support strategies to remove cars from city centers, 
proposing last-mile mobility solutions. (…) The fact is that 
no main OEM entered decisively on the last mile market. 

 

 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/may/05/amsterdam-bicycle-capital-world-transport-cycling-kindermoord
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/may/05/amsterdam-bicycle-capital-world-transport-cycling-kindermoord
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/02/the-netherlands-is-giving-tax-breaks-to-cycling-commuters-and-they-re-not-the-only-ones
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bbzTqWPZZrrHIOjHPK_aQUMMEflfhqXi
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Most of OEMs last mile vehicles’ are sold as “parts” or accessories or haven’t ever 
been produced. Its time for car makers to accept this urban trend and to bring their 
knowledge and expertise to this category, launching reliable and competitive 
products, using their global network of sales and service. 

 

 

>> Opportunity for KIA 

Cargo e-bikes are electric bikes with space for kids and/or 
cargo. This concept is very popular in Amsterdam and 
Copenhagen and its seen as a way to replace cars in city 
centers. The segment is unexplored by OEMs and it would be 
a good opportunity for KIA. Bicycle brands like Riese & Muller 
may be open to work in partnership with OEMs. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOKeN-_clzk
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Administration 

 

15) Green is not a matter of left or right. 

 

 

 

In certain countries in Europe and specially in USA, during Trump’s Administration, 
the left wing tend to be more concerned with environmental challenges then the 
politicians from the right wing.  

 

Sture Portvik explained how destigmatized this matter is in Norway. 

 

As Sture says in this video, “environment challenges should be treated as defense 
issues: too serious to be used as political weapons”. Besides, he told that both 
Labour and Conservative parties in Norway are competing with each other on who 
is the greenest. 

 

Environment protection is highly considered in the countries visited during the 
Electric Mission 2019, regardless of political ideas. 

 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sture-portvik-31876885/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Jd0LMEBBO5CEKZTF6NHdgVGGGBhkFC6E
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Administration 

 

16) Will petrol taxes become electricity taxes? 

 

 

 
Source: The future of funding (Washington Transportation Plan, 2040 and Beyond) 

 

 

In a more electrified world how will governments offset reduced income from petrol 
taxes? 

 

Undoubtedly a great question that is very difficult to answer. Lower tax incomes 
will, in a certain measure, be compensated by lower costs of fuel imports. Electric 
Vehicles will also have an impact in healthcare and productivity costs, side-effects 
from reduced pollution in city centers.  

 

This process is already ongoing due to the reduction of the average fuel 
consumption, caused by more fuel-efficient engines.  
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Customers 

 

17) Love and reasons (emotional and objective reasons). 

 

Everybody knows the main objective reasons that drive Customers’ interest on 
EVs: lower cost per kilometer (energy price, maintenance costs, lower taxes), 
less environmental impact, more silent and better acceleration. Higher engine 
torque available from start means that EV are much more suited to today’s 
driving conditions. 

 

Environment can be both a rational and an emotional reason. Even in countries 
where energy is not mainly obtained from renewable resources, EVs are a good 
solution for local pollution issues. But using a “green car” can also be a matter 
of lifestyle, which can be very important in societies where environment is so 
highly considered. 

 

We’ve talked with Customers who told us that they want “something really new” 
in their garage. ICE cars are evolving but there are not fundamental changes, 
specially on the most popular market segments. EVs mean new technology, 
new driving experience and, in certain measure, “being part of the future”. 

 

 

>>  We’ve talked with Customers, 

who told us that they want “something really new” in their 
garage. (…) EVs mean new technology, new driving 
experience and, in certain measure, “being part of the future”. 

 

 

As EVs market continues to evolve with new model launches and more sales, 
the issue of ICE cars depreciation is getting more attention. The speed of 
change in batteries’ capacities and in infrastructure capillarity produces a 
certain “buying anxiety” in new car buyers. In countries like Spain and Portugal, 
governments emphasized the risk of future devaluation of Diesel cars, 
augmenting this “buying anxiety” and influencing the markets. 
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Customers 

 

18) Charging is not boring 

 

 

On Thursday 21/02, at 16:00, we went to Nebbenes, 30 km from Oslo, to get to 
know first-hand the world’s biggest fast chargers park (28 fast chargers). Most of 
the charging points were dedicated to Tesla but there were also three chargers for 
other cars.  

 

What we’ve got from this visit and from using other charging stations, is that 
Norwegian EV drivers have included the charging in their weekly routines. At 
Nebbenes nobody seemed bored while waiting for their EV to charge: there was a 
family playing in the snow, men and women working in their tablets or others who 
went to the coffee-shop. In other charging stations where we went at the lunch 
time, we talked with users who were having a light meal while waiting for charging.  

 

>>  Norwegian EV drivers 

have included the charging in their 
weekly routines. 

 

With todays' batteries of more than 50 kWh and with chargers up to 175 kW, a 
battery recovers 80% of its charge in about 30 minutes. For many, the ranges 
allowed by these batteries (from 300 km to 400 km) are enough for commuting 
during one entire week. In these cases we are talking about a 30 minutes weekly 
charge for those that don't have the chance to charge at home. 
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Customers 

19) Charging as quickly as filling a petrol tank. 

 

 

 

 

Source: TheDrive.com, 08/18 

 

 

 

The entire operation of filling a fuel tank on a highway takes on average 10 
minutes: reaching the fuel pump, filling the tank, buying something at the “mini-
market”, going to the toilet and paying. 

 

The chart above refers to the “Miles per minute charge” allowed by the new 
charging system that GM is developing with Delta Americas. Ten-minute 
charging means 180 miles, almost 300 km. 
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Customers 

 

20) Full range every morning. 

 

As mentioned before, home charging at night is the most efficient charging 
method: more convenient, cheaper compared to other paid methods and suitable 
to take advantage of V2G.  

 

In commuting (28,56 km on average in Europe, “SdWorks”) it is not normal to use 
all the range available (455 km in case of the KIA e-Niro) on one day. This means 
that on average the European driver only spends 4 kWh per day, of the total 
capacity of our e-Niro’s battery (64 kWh). 

 

 

>>  In a petrol car, 

the user typically lets the level go down until returning to a 
petrol station  (…). Every morning the KIA e-Niro is ready for 
travel 450 km! 

 

 

In a petrol car, the user typically lets the level go down until returning to a petrol 
station to fill the tank. This means that every morning the car has less range until 
the fill up day. On the other hand, home charging means that every night the 
battery is completely charged. Every morning the KIA e-Niro is ready for travel 455 
km! 

 

 

21) The death of range anxiety 

 

As we’ve seen in 19), charging times are not as far as they were from filling times, 
which means that long distance travel in EVs is getting easier. 

 

In the 2019 Electric Mission’s last stage, we travelled from Flensburg to Frankfurt. 
It was about 650 km, stopping every 200 km as all drivers should do regardless of 
the engine type of their cars. In an Electric Vehicle with more than 450 km of range 
(WLTP), like the Kia e-Niro, this stopping frequency meant that we have travelled 
with no “range anxiety”, taking advantage of the high speeds allowed in certain 
German highways.  

 

 

https://www.sdworx.com/en/press/2018/2018-09-20-more-than-20percent-of-europeans-commute-at-least-90-minutes-daily
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During the stops, half an hour was barely the time needed to eat and rest. 

 

Most European Fast Charging “corridors” are being installed on the main highways 
at a distance of 100 km between each other (image: izivia network in France, ex-
Sodetrel) 

 

 

Customers 

 

22) No more cables to stow 

 

 

>>  In most circumstances, 

the use of cables is nowadays reduced - and in the future 
OEMs could offer them as an optional feature. 

 

 

EV cables are frequently mentioned as being hard to manipulate. Besides, 
normally they are dirty and occupy a considerable space in the trunk.  

 

 

https://www.izivia.com/en
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During the more than 4.000 km of the Electric Mission 2019 we almost didn’t use 
these cables because we have mostly charged at fast charging stations. 

 

Considering the trend of supporting home charging as the most efficient charging 
method (see point 9), it is likely to see more wall-boxes on use with its own cables. 

 

In most circumstances the use of cables is nowadays reduced and in the future 
OEMs could offer them as an optional feature. 

 

 

23) They don’t know what they hate 

 

It is not easy, but we found EV skeptical in these countries.  

 

“I hate Electric Cars!”, told us Chandelle in a quick interview at the Vulkan car 
parking, one of the world’s biggest in-house charging infra-structure, located in 
Oslo. 

 

In most cases, people who “don’t like” EVs don’t know today’s levels of range, 
charging capillarity and times. Typically, they are not aware of the speed of change 
in electric mobility which causes them to look only to the present, not considering 
future developments. 

 

>>  Nowadays, 

there’s a pool of potential Customers delaying their buying 
decision due to lack of information on which is the best 
propulsion for their next new car.. 

 

 

Electrification means a huge technological transition for all the stakeholders 
mentioned in Electric Mission 2019, mainly for Customers.  

 

For instance, nowadays there’s a pool of potential Customers delaying their buying 
decision due to lack of information on which is the best propulsion for their next 
new car. For the industry this means growing difficulties not only to sell petrol and 
diesel cars but to sell the different electrified offer (Mild-Hybrids 48V, Full-Hybrids, 
Plug-in Hybrids and BEVs). Fuel-Cell cars’ sales and the use of Synthetic fuels are 
still not relevant but these options add confusion within less informed potential 
Customers. 
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>> Opportunity for KIA 

Customer education is still a communication opportunity for 
OEMs. This type of content allows OEMs to establish a brand 
in the electrified mobility space, supplying information that is 
valuable for the Customer.   
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Conclusions 

 

Northern European countries are typically wealthier and there are social and cultural 
differences. Nevertheless, these specificities shouldn’t avoid a deep look into their 
market, best practices and challenges. Most of these scenarios will occur, sooner or 
later, in other European countries. 

 

In spite of car electrification progress in this world’s region, the barriers to a massive 
adoption are still the same as in other countries: 

 Price of EVs and availability. 

 Insufficient coverage of charging points. 

 Charging times. 

 Energy obtained through non-renewable sources 

 Batteries recycling. 

 

 

During the early adoption of a new technology people could either have a negative 
attitude or a positive one. 

In car electrification it is possible to have a short-term approach, focused on todays’ 
barriers and sustained on an immediate car buying decision.  However, looking into the 
near future of electric mobility in these countries, it is possible to verify that most of 
those barriers were overcome or are in the process of being resolved. 

 

The auto industry is being pressed by regulators to comply with emission limits by 
2020/21 and beyond, with product development and launching of electrified vehicles 
being planned accordingly. The sector is reacting to a legal obligation but still seems 
not so well prepared for a growing demand.  

 

Eventually Customer pressure will overtake regulators’ obligations – and there is 
a difference in the attitude required to tackle each one. 

 

That is the reason why it is so important to nurture a conversation in this space, even 
without cars to sell immediately. 

 

Volkswagen is communicating heavily despite of not having the I.D. on sale yet. On the 
contrary BMW reduced the tone of the “i” sub-brand communication, despite having 
launched the first premium EV in the market. Current perception is that Volkswagen 
EV’s strategy is much bolder than BMW’s.  
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Electrification is a trend that needs a strong communication support and when this 
happens, brands see results in awareness and ultimately in sales when cars become 
available. Losing the momentum and communicating only later already known 
products, will very likely not work.  

 

 

With the e-Niro, KIA has now a strong competitor in the BEV segment. 

 

During more than 4.000 km, we were able to confirm the efficiency of the electric 
powertrain, the comfort, the interior space and, above all, how easy it is to “live” daily 
with the e-Niro. Definitely a product that potential Customers are eager to buy and 
perfectly adapted to KIA’s communication headline “Stop Wondering. Start Driving”.  
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For any enquiries related with this Report,  

please contact Ricardo Oliveira (ricardo.oliveira@world-shopper.com) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jotoliveira, Lda. 

Consultoria e Serviços para o Setor Automóvel 

N/C: 502 552 166 

 

Rua D. Estefânia 124 – 1º 

1000-158 Lisboa – Portugal 

 

World Shopper is a registered brand of Jotoliveira, Lda. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jotoliveira/

